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on macintosh and windows systems no customisation is required for ebooks from
kindle for mac/pc, nook study, or adobe digital editions (ade), provided that calibre

is run on the same computer and user account as the installation of kindle for
mac/pc, nook study, or ade to which the books were downloaded. the default key is
found and stored in the preferences automatically. anyone using linux should read

the readme file for details of how to obtain the keys manually. the installation
process of calibre drm removal plugins is very simple. just download and extract the

archive to your computer, then copy the files "drmdetection.py" and
"drmdetection.py" to "plugins" folder in the calibre. it's done, you can start to work

for ebook removal with calibre drm removal plugins. to remove ebook drm from
calibre, users can install the plugin. for details, please refer to the manual. to make

the plugin work, first, you need to install the plugin in calibre. just go to
"preferences > plugins" and install it. then, select "manage your plugins" and

choose the plugin you just installed. then you can apply the option "remove drm" to
remove drm from any ebooks which you may need. the result will be displayed on
your computer screen, and you can press "next" to continue. it is very easy to use,
just select the ebooks and remove the drm protection. the interface is intuitive and
easy to understand. you do not need to know any technical knowledge to use it. for
more information, please refer to the faqs and manual. as for the ebook size, you

can choose any ebook size. it will not affect the quality of ebooks, because the
original content is not changed. for the kindle ebook, you can also use the kindle
book size. the size of your choice would be saved in the calibre for next time. for

some ebooks, you need to choose the right format for the original file size. because
the original size of most ebooks is in epub format, you can convert it to pdf or doc
with calibre. you can also convert ebooks to kindle book with calibre. in addition, it

is easy to add the books you want to save. you can drag and drop the ebooks
directly from finder.
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each publisher in the world has its own system for drm, so youll need to find out what that is before
you can proceed. a good place to start is with the drm-info web site, which will tell you what format
your book is protected in and what your options are. it will also give you a list of sites where you can

download software that removes drm and information on which sites might have cracked the
encryption in the first place. youll find instructions on using that software in your options below, or if
you just want a copy of the file without the protection, youll find links to places where it is available.
you need to tell the plugin what type of ebooks you have. there are currently two types of ebooks

recognised by the dedrm plugin, the first of these is normal ebooks, which have no drm. the second
type is kindle ebooks, which are encrypted using the amazon kdp drm system. books downloaded

from amazon or the windows store kindle app are downloaded as kindle ebooks. books downloaded
from the nook app are downloaded as nook ebooks, and books downloaded from the kindle fire are

downloaded as kindle ebooks. for more information about these three types of kindle ebook, see the
posts linked from the most recent post in this blog. the first two types of ebooks are not encrypted
and so will be drm free. the third type of ebook requires that you add a key to decrypt it. you can
find the key in the file drm-protected.key in your kindle folder. the key is a long string of 32 ascii

characters. you can use this key to decrypt the ebook, although the plugin will need to know how to
do this for you. 5ec8ef588b
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